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Season 49, Episode 50
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Ep. #12279



Jordan tells Jennifer and Paul hes going to James for help in finding his son. James is pleased when Jordan shows up at his prison cell and vows to find Rosanna and Cabot. Jordan wonders what he wants in return, and James claims nothing, but requests that someday he bring Cabot by to see his granddad. Meanwhile, Jennifer and Paul go to Barbara to tell her that Jordan has turned to James for help, but Walker insists Barbara needs rest. Walker promises Barbara hell protect her from James and they kiss. Jordan returns to the Lakeview and fills Jennifer in on his meeting with James, while Paul leaves a frantic message for Rosanna. Realizing he cant turn to the cops, Dusty tells Lucy shes not going anywhere. Lucy tries to escape, but Dusty stops her. He tries to calm her, but she wants out, so Dusty ties her up. Later, Dusty unties sleeping Lucys feet and ponders his next move. Meanwhile, news of Lucys abduction reaches Hal, Lucinda, Lily and Craig. Lily comforts a distraught Craig and brings him home, much to Lucinda and Holdens dismay. While tearing into Doc for courting Margo, Jessica doubles over and is rushed to the hospital. Shes okay, but Dr. Schiller wants her to come off her fertility drugs. Jessica decides shell get a different doctor. Meanwhile, Margo takes Jessica s condition as a sign and declares that she and Doc can no longer see each other. Kim walks in on a goodbye hug, but Doc is able to cover. Later, Doc and Margo share a charged look and Jessica takes note.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
11 June 2004, 14:00
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